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Abstract— We have developed a finger-shaped sensor array
that provides simultaneous information about the contact forces,
microvibrations and thermal fluxes induced by contact with
external objects.
In this paper, we describe a
microprocessor-based signal conditioning and digitizing system
for these sensing modalities and its embodiment on a flex-circuit
that facilitates efficient assembly of the entire system via
injection molding.
Thermal energy from the embedded
electronics is used to heat the finger above ambient temperature,
similar to the biological finger. This enables the material
properties of contacted objects to be inferred from thermal
transients measured by a thermistor in the sensor array.
Combining sensor modalities provides synergistic benefits. For
example, the contact forces for exploratory movements can be
calibrated so that thermal and microvibration data can be
interpreted more definitively.

I. INTRODUCTION
Tactile feedback is essential for dexterous use of the hand.
Physical therapists working to rehabilitate hands with
neurological damage understand that tactile sensation is a key
indicator of ultimate hand function. Information from
mechanical and thermal receptors in the skin is used
constantly both to provide conscious awareness of objects
and their attributes for motor planning and to make
subconscious motor adjustments to stabilize contact with the
objects according to general goals specified by the brain. It is
difficult to imagine much progress in the design of
mechatronic prostheses or robots until they are provided with
sensory transducers that can support such functions.
A. Multimodal Sensor Concept
In the biological hand, mechanical forces, vibrations, and
temperature are detected by specialized receptors that are
distributed throughout the skin and pulp of the fingertip.
Wettels et al. (2008) have described a fingertip with similar
mechanical structure and novel sensors of skin deformation
that provide wide dynamic range sensing of normal and shear

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the BioTACTM biomimetic tactile sensor.
Sensing modalities include: measurement of normal and shear forces
detected by changes in impedance between electrodes as fluid
pathways deform [1], detection of slip related microvibrations which
propagate through the skin and fluid and are detected by the
hydro-acoustic pressure senor [2], and thermal properties as detected
by a thermistor capable of detecting heat flow between the preheated
core and contacted objects.
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forces [1]. Electrodes distributed on the surface of the rigid
core respond to deformations of the skin by changing their
electrical impedance through a weakly conductive fluid that
is compressed between the skin and core (See Fig. 1). Fishel
et al. (2008) demonstrated that microvibrations associated
with slip and texture could be extracted from sound waves
that propagate from the skin, through the fluid and into a
conventional pressure transducer in the core, whose high-pass
filtered signal is essentially that of a hydrophone [2]. Here we
describe the addition of a thermistor to measure temperature
and heat fluxes associated with the material properties of
contacted objects. All sensing elements and associated signal
conditioning electronics are mounted on a printed flex-circuit
that is molded into the rigid core of a finger. This core is
covered with a polymeric skin, fluid (mechanically
equivalent to pulp) and rigid nail elements that are
mechanically and cosmetically similar to biological fingers.
These BioTAC™ modules (Fig. 1) will be integrated
mechanically, electronically and functionally into a variety of
prosthetic and robotic hands intended to provide function for
patients with loss of normal hand function as a result of
trauma and disease.

B. Synergistic Signal Processing
Force, vibration, and thermal information collected by the
BioTAC™ during various contact tasks have many
synergistic relationships, so a sensor capable of detecting all
of these properties is necessary for extracting useful
information. For example, vibrotactile signals are affected by
the normal force between the skin and the object over which it
is sliding. In the BioTAC™, the normal force must be
extracted from changes in the conductance of the fluid
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between electrodes, whose conductivity is strongly dependent
on temperature. The core can be heated above the ambient
temperature so that contact with an external object induces
thermal fluxes that depend on the thermal properties and size
of the object. These temperature changes can be measured by
a thermistor on or near the surface of the core, but they
depend also on the location of the location and surface area of
the contact, which depends also on the contact force. Thus,
the various modalities of data from one or more tactile
sensors must be transmitted at a sufficiently high rate to a
central controller where the data can be considered in light of
voluntary command signals and the state of the actuators.

III. METHODS
A. Integrated Signal Processing

II. BACKGROUND
Several exotic technologies have been applied to the
thermal sensing problem in haptics: fiber Bragg gratings [3],
carbon nanotubes [4] and MEMS embodiments yielding
skin-like configurations [5, 6]. Others groups use more
traditional devices like thermistors, but also use them in
conjunction with force sensors and heating elements in the
sensors [7, 8] when applied to grippers. When a heated
end-effector contacts an object at room temperature, this
generates a dynamic temperature changes according to the
geometry and thermal properties of the object and
end-effector. As the amount of force between them increases,
the skin deforms around the object, increasing the contact
area between them. This increase in contact area will cause an
increase in heat transfer between the objects.
Humans discriminate objects thermally using a similar
mechanism [9]. Skin contains afferents that respond not only
to absolute temperature, but to temporal gradients as well.
Experiments by Jones and Berris [10] have shown that human
subjects are able to discriminate objects more reliably based
on their heat capacity rather than their thermal conductivity
(within 5 – 8 seconds) but the discrimination of objects based
on their thermal properties at room temperature is relatively
coarse in normal human subjects [10, 11].
The strategy to replicate heat-flow sensing for object
discrimination is not new. This same strategy was used with
the Utah-MIT Hand developers [12], by Monkman with
Peltier devices [13] and more recently by Engel et al. and
Takamuku et al. using strain sensors, heating elements and
temperature detectors to track thermal and force profiles of
contacted objects [14, 15]. The aforementioned devices,
however, require a large number of wired and/ or delicate
surfaces that are probably insufficiently rugged for field use.
Also, many of these analyses do not extend beyond features
of the DC temperature profile of the sensor. The authors posit
that there may be many discriminable features in the AC
temperature domain. Our goal is to produce a device that can
discriminate objects thermally as well as or better than human
subjects [8]. Surveys of tactile sensing can be found in
[16-19].

Fig. 2. BioTACTM flex-circuit electronics. This circuit provides the
signal processing needed for output via serial protocol to a prosthetic
hand. Similar circuitry with a 16-channel MUX (Analog Devices Inc.,
#ADG758) has been built and validated on a conventional printed
circuit board before the miniaturization shown in Fig. 3.

The complete signal processing chain is illustrated
schematically in Fig. 2. It is embodied in a miniature 3-layer
flex-circuit (Figs. 3 – 5) that carries all sensing electrodes,
transducers and electronic components for placement in the
mold that forms the rigid core. The impedance sensing
electrodes are switched by multiplexer (Analog Devices, Inc.,
#ADG732) and connected in turn to Rload and the internal
analog-to-digital converter in the PIC microcontroller
(Microchip Technology Inc., #dsPIC33FJ128GP802). This
circuitry measures the peak voltage produced by the current
passing through the fluid path from the excitation electrodes –
several similar contacts distributed around the fingertip and
driven by an AC-coupled, 4kHz clock that is synchronous
with the multiplexer (MUX) and ADC operations. The
off-the-shelf MEMS pressure sensor (Honeywell,
#26PC15SMT) is a resistive bridge that is amplified by
operational amplifiers (Analog Devices, Inc., #AD8630) to
produce both DC (pressure) and AC (vibration) signals. The
off-the-shelf thermistor (GE, #EC95) is similarly amplified to
provide both DC (absolute temperature) and AC (thermal
flux) signals. A single frame consists of sampling all
available Z-channels plus PDC, TDC and TAC, interleaved with
frequent sampling of PAC to provide 1kHz bandwidth for the
vibration signals. Several frames of data are buffered and
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transmitted via Serial Protocol Interface (SPI) bus every
10ms upon request from a master PC or other controller. Data
were transmitted (National Instruments, USB-8451 with
LabVIEW 8.0) and analyzed offline (MathWorks,
MATLAB). Sample output signals from a printed circuit
board (PCB) version are described below (see Fig. 8).

sensing components of the BioTAC™ was used to
demonstrate the feasibility of using heat-flow sensing via a
thermistor to discriminate objects. The sensor consisted of
two 40-Ohm resistors (heaters) in the back section and three
thermistors (GE EC95, Type F): two monitoring the
temperature of the heaters and a third in the tip for thermal
characterization of contacted objects. These electronic
components were placed into a mold and cast with an
epoxy-based encapsulant (Stycast 1264) to generate a core
with the size and shape of the BioTAC™. The core was
covered with a molded silicone elastomer skin and inflated
with approximately 1cc of propylene glycol as used in the
BioTAC™. The two heaters were powered with a 5V source
providing 1.3W of power. After powering and reaching
equilibrium, the sensor’s temperature was approximately
85°C at the heaters and 31°C in the tip (ambient 25°C).

Fig. 3. Top layer of flex-circuit layout. The pressure sensor (vibration
modality) is located on this layer. The solder pads for the thermistor are
at the tip on the left.

Fig. 4. Bottom layer of flex-circuit layout. The blue and green sensing
and excitation electrodes are for the impedance (force) modality. Note
the green vias near the PIC Microcontroller and Voltage Regulator are
thermal vias which help to distribute the generated heat more quickly
through the entire BioTACTM. The multiplexer (MUX) and operational
amplifier (OP AMP), PIC microcontroller, and the voltage regulator
(National Semiconductor Inc., # LP2986) are all located on this layer.

Fig. 5. Middle layer of Flex Circuit: ground layer. The complex
outline of the flex-circuit at the left end is designed to facilitate contact
of all the sensing electrodes with the curved bottom of the mold used to
form the rigid core in which this flex-circuit is embedded.

B. Heat Source
The PIC microcontroller heats the device to the desired
temperature by adjusting the clock frequency of the PIC
microcontroller according to feedback from the thermistor.
The electronic circuitry generates between 125 and 250 mW
of power. While the sensor is touching an object,
force-impedance sensors gather information to analyze the
contact forces and shape of the object. At the same time, the
PIC microcontroller gathers thermistor information and
analyzes object thermal properties.
Conventional thermistors mounted on the core will tend to
respond slowly to contact with hot or cold objects because the
fluid and skin will impede heat flux. A fast time constant is
not needed because thermal environments are not expected to
change quickly nor is the goal to provide rapid thermal
feedback to prevent damage to the skin, which has a high
operating range and is easily replaced. Power dissipation
energy from the other components is comparatively small and
can be ignored.

Fig. 6. Signal processing for thermal experiments.

Voltage was measured via voltage divider, analogue
low-pass filtered (1.6 Hz) and recorded by a custom
LabVIEW program. The signal was differentiated and
amplified to enhance AC transients (Fig. 6).
The sensor was mounted to a pivot on the stepper motor’s
base, allowing the finger to contact the sample material
consistently. The sample was placed on an insulating piece of
foam mounted on the force plate (Advanced Mechanical
Technology, Inc., Model HE6X6-16). The stepper motor
(Nippon Pulse America, Inc., PFL35T-48Q4C (120) stepper
motor, NPAD10BF chopper drive) was used to press the tip
of the finger against the sample material with a force of 10N
(Fig. 7). Copper, Aluminum, Stainless Steel and Plastic
were tested; Table 1 provides density, heat capacity, thermal
conductivity and thermal diffusivity. Each material was

C. Heat-Flow Sensation
A prototype approximating the thermal generation and
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machined into a thick puck (101mm diam x 25mm thick;
effectively infinite heat sink relative to sensor mass) and a
thin puck (0.8mm thick) to test the effect of heat capacity.
Each puck was tested three times.
TABLE 1
Test Samples and Thermal Properties
Material
Cu
Al
Steel
Plastic

Density
(kg/m^3)
8890
2810
7750
953

Heat Cap
(J/kgK)
385
960
460
1850

Conductivity
(W/mK)
388
130
17.9
0.4

IV. RESULTS
A. Electronics
The multiplexed analog data are digitized every 250μs by
the internal 12-bit ADC in the PIC (4 kHz sampling rate).
Measurements of the vibrations PAC at 2 kSamples/s are
interleaved with the electrode impedances (Zn) and other
sensor signals. Thus, the frame of sampling consists of 32
data words representing PAC, Z1, PAC, Z2, …, PAC, Z13, PAC,
PDC, PAC, TAC, PAC, and TDC. The PIC microcontroller
rearranges these data in a transmission buffer with
sequencing: Z1-13 impedance samples, 16 PAC samples
(vibration), PDC (pressure), TAC (thermal flux) and TDC
(absolute temperature).

Diffusivity
(m^2/s)
1.13E-04
4.82E-05
5.02E-06
2.269E-07

A

B

1

2
3

5
4

Fig. 7. Thermal Test Assembly

C

The digitized voltages were converted to their
corresponding temperatures and temperature derivatives
using MATLAB. As expected, the temperature profile (after
initial transients described below) had the form of an
exponential decay with the time constant and equilibrium
temperature being dependent on the object being contacted.
The following equations were used for positive and negative
temperature exponentials (1) and derivatives (2):
T(t) = Tf + (T0 - Tf) exp(-t/ )

(1)

T(t) = Tf - (1/  )(T0 - Tf) exp(-t/ )

(2)

1

2
3

5
4

Fig. 8. Data collected from the prototype PCB. A) The raw data from
the SPI bus for a short period (approximately 400 msec) consisting of
25 communications (1600 bytes of data transmission). B) Extracted
pressure data for 5 sequential operations (brackets, see text), about
90,000 samples. C) MATLAB power spectrum analysis. Stimuli 3-5
have dominant energy near 400 Hz (tested on a skin with smooth rather
than fingerprint textured external surface).

Analyzing the above equation at t=0 the following equation
is true:
(3)
T(0) = -  dT(0)/dt + Tf

Because the SPI is constricted by NI USB-8451 that can
only transmit byte-width (8-bit) data, the PIC microcontroller
splits every data word into two data bytes and organizes them
into a 64-byte array plus header and tail bytes for
transmission through SPI bus. The equal-spaced peaks
(orange arrows in Fig. 8A) denote a tail of one array followed
by a header of the next array. The samples following the
peaks represent impedance values (blue arrows), vibration
(green arrows), pressure, thermal flux, and absolute
temperature. During this experiment only the pressure was
varied, thus only the PAC data are fluctuating. Five different

Using this relation, the temperature response was plotted
against its derivative, and a linear fit was applied to obtain the
time constant , and the steady state value Tf.
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Landmark features extracted from TAC data

fluid pressure stimuli (brackets in Fig. 8B: 1 slow push-pull, 2
fast push-pull, 3 vibration, 4 sliding lightly over a rough
surface, and 5 sliding over a rough surface with larger
downward force) were applied via syringe to the pressure
sensor during this data collection. Consecutive 66-byte data
buffers were imported by LabVIEW, which converted them
into calibrated decimal values for display as continuous
waveforms. Figure 8C illustrates the Short Time Fourier
Transform (STFT) analysis in MATLAB.

dT/dt Peak 1
Material

Time (s)

Inflection Point

dTdt (°C/s)

Time (s)

dTdt (°C/s)

Copper

0.8

-0.021

4.8

-0.010

Aluminum

0.7

-0.016

3.8

-0.006

Steel

0.9

-0.020

5.2

-0.006

Plastic

0.9

-0.019

6.9

-0.005

TABLE 2B
Landmark features continued, time constant is extracted from TDC.

B. Thermal Analysis
Upon contact with a test object, the derivative of
temperature (TAC) has several reproducible features. The
initial negative peak rate of change is similar for all materials
because this cooling effect is due to the somewhat cooler skin
first contacting the thermistor (Fig. 9 below). The skin
surrounding the sensor is closer to ambient temperature than
the core because of the intervening fluid and proximity to
ambient air.

dT/dt Peak 2

Time Constant

Material

Time (s)

dTdt (°C/s)

(s)

Copper

13.5

-0.013

43.1

Aluminum

12.6

-0.012

41.1

Steel

12.7

-0.011

49.4

Plastic

6.9

-0.005

55.3

Comparing the thin versus thick samples, the change in
mass seems mostly to affect the magnitude of the derivative,
and not the timing of its features. The inflection point was
moved to an earlier time for all materials. The time constants
for the thin samples were significantly less than the time
constants of the corresponding thick samples (Table 3). The
value for the thin plastic sample was too small for accurate
determination in light of the slow negative drift at the
beginning of all runs (Fig. 11).

C

Fig. 9. TDC (top) and TAC (bottom) following contact (vertical arrows)
with large plastic and copper test pucks.

TABLE 3A
Changes in landmark features for thin samples

After the initial transient, features of the contacted object
emerge. The next notable feature is an inflection point in the
rate of temperature change. Following contact with plastic,
TAC reverts to a gradually decreasing rate of cooling. During
contact with copper, cooling is faster and exhibits a second
negative peak. Similar behavior can be seen for the other
metal samples (Fig. 10).

dT/dt Peak 1

Inflection Point

Material

Time (s)

dTdt (°C/s)

Time (s)

dTdt (°C/s)

Copper

0.4

-0.0114

-2.2

-0.0004

Aluminum

0.6

-0.0109

-1.3

-0.0001

Steel

0.3

-0.0101

-3.2

-0.0006

Plastic

0.1

-0.0152

-4.9

-0.0003

TABLE 3B
Changes in thin features (continued)
dT/dt Peak 2

Fig. 10. AC transient responses for large tests samples: digitally
filtered with 1 Hz Butterworth LPF for clarity.

A summary of extracted features and respective times is
proved in Tables 2A and 2B:
TABLE 2A
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Time Constant

Material

Time (s)

dTdt (°C/s)

(s)

Copper

-0.9

-0.0119

20.6

Aluminum

0.0

-0.0140

23.4

Steel

-0.1

-0.0108

23.8

Plastic

-4.9

-0.0003

13.3*

In order to match the relatively coarse discriminability
achieved by humans, it may be sufficient to compare the
extracted features of the thermal data to a reference table of
contact events collected empirically from known objects.
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